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 The current regulation relies on the actual carbon
sink, and compares it to a recent reference period.
 This approach faces three problems:
1. The negligence of land use change happening
between the reference period (2000-2009) and
the accounting period (2021-2030).
2. The negligence of historical legacies.

The European Commission (EC) has committed
to increase its target to reduce net greenhouse
gas emissions below 1990 levels by 2030. To implement this plan, the EC wants to amend its carbon emissions accounting rules in the Land Use,
Land Use Change, and Forestry (LULUCF) sector
(Regulation 2018/841). The Regulation aims to incentivize EU Member States to enhance their carbon sink and decrease greenhouse gas emissions
from the LULUCF sector. Here, we recommend a
novel accounting scheme to increase the effectiveness and fairness of the Regulation 2018/841.
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3. The maturation of existing forests
 We suggest an alternative accounting approach,
based on the potential carbon sink concept.
 The potential carbon sink approach enhances
a fair distribution of effort based on historical
responsibility.
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Change from an actual to a potential
carbon sink accounting
Currently, the European LULUCF sector sequesters approximately 300 Mt CO2 per year1. The current Regulation
2018/841 relies on an actual carbon sink account, i.e. where
the objective is to maintain the carbon sink actually observed
in a recent reference period in each member state, called the
forest reference level. An actual forest sink larger than the
reference implies an "accounting credit", a smaller sink implies
an "accounting debit". The no-debit rule ensures that credits
should at least outweigh debits (considering the possibility to
trade credits across countries).

The actual carbon sink approach (current EU
scheme)
The objective of the actual carbon sink approach in Regulation
2018/841 is that all member states must achieve at least the
same carbon sink as in the reference period (Figure 1). We
identify three problems with the current accounting scheme
based on an actual carbon sink approach (Figure 3).
Problem 1: the unaccounted intermediate land use
change
The actual carbon sink approach neglects land use change
happening between the reference period (2000-2009) and the
accounting period (2021-2030). This is especially problematic, as deforestation has increased again in certain European
countries in the recent past (Ceccherini et al. 2020), leading
to the replacement of slow-growing old-growth forests with
younger, faster growing stands. Consequently, the current
scheme favors those countries that faced deforestation between the reference and the accounting period, as they would
benefit from a higher sink in the accounting period than in the
reference period, despite their smaller carbon stock.
Problem 2: the unaccounted legacy
The actual carbon sink approach neglects historical legacies,
favoring countries that are currently undergoing a forest
transition, over those that either never deforested or faced a

Figure 1. The actual carbon sink approach (EU scheme)
Obective: All member states must achieve at least the same carbon
sink as in the reference period.
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forest transition earlier in the past. This might reduce incentives of countries currently facing a forest transition, to rapidly
let their forests regrow.
Problem 3: maturating forests
The actual carbon sink approach neglects the effect that maturating forests growing slower than young forests.

The potential Carbon sink approach
Therefore, we suggest an alternative accounting approach
that enhances a fair distribution of effort based on historical
responsibility (Figure 2). Instead of using forest reference levels as a benchmark, the accounting would rely on the potential
carbon sink, i.e. the difference between “actual” carbon stocks
(carbon stocks currently existing in landscapes) and “potential” carbon stocks (carbon stocks in the theoretical absence
of land use but under similar environmental conditions, calculated by veg- etation models). A target based on the potential
carbon sink is time-agnostic: it not only accounts for historical land use changes (which have shaped contemporary forest
sinks), but also accounts for contemporary forest management regimes. Land cover change and land management as an
outcome of human use has had significant impacts on carbon
stocks in the EU: actual carbon stocks are less than half of potential carbon stocks (Erb et al. 2018). However, the difference
between actual and potential carbon stocks is not the same for
all EU member states.
In a potential carbon sink approach, all Member States should
reach a fixed percentage of their potential carbon stock by the
end of the accounting period (in this case, 2030). This percentage would be the same for all Member States.
Further enhanced approaches should consider forest age, by
requiring member states with still young forests to increase
their carbon stocks faster. The approach should as well mitigate potential adverse effects on ecosystem resilience, as
countries should not be incentivized to force intensive forest
growth on little productive but still highly biodiverse and important ecosystems, even if this implies reducing the target for
that given country.

Figure 2. The potential carbon sink approach
Objective: All member states must achieve a given percentage of
their potential carbon stock by 2030, the percentage is the same
for all member states (e.g. 70%). The function to downscale the targeted total sink to all years is determinded according to the forest
age structure.
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Figure 3. Problems of the actual sink approach.
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